
Wire Mesh Bell with Easter Arrangement
Instructions No. 1553
 Difficulty: Advanced

Trendy Easter decorations are decorated with wire mesh. The pretty Easter arrangement is created with a self-cast Easter egg made of cast
concrete.

Easter egg made of cast concrete

For the concrete egg, concrete mass is first mixed with water according to
the product instructions and then filled into a 14 cm Acrylic-egg, which was
previously sprayed with release agent spray. The creative concrete will be
fully hardened after approx. 24 - 30 hours 

Casting Design Easter Pendant

With fine white casting slip and the casting mould "Jewellery Pendant" in
round, a small white disc in ceramic-look is cast and inscribed with a
handlettering message. 

Mesh wire bell

Cut approx. 80 x 50 cm. Form it into a bell. Before you bend the wire together
in one place, put the wire decoration on the metal plate as a test. This way
you can quickly see if the bell is shaped in the right size, the wire is evenly
rounded. 

In addition, for this idea you need a tree disc, some decorative wicker, moss,
early flowering plants, a decorative plate, Jute ribbon, but above all wire
mesh.

Arrange the cast Easter egg together with the decorative wicker and the other floristic accessories on the tree disc, fix
everything with hot glue. Already now you have a pretty Easter decoration at your disposal. But to make your
arrangement an extraordinary highlight, simply place it on a metal plate and place it under the wire mesh bell . 

The little Easter pendant is put around the bell with a string, then a Jute ribbon is tied around the wire to a nice bow.
Cut the wire at the upper edge and give the loop the right length.

According to your personal taste you can decorate further with small decorative eggs and Feathers - ready is your new
eye-catcher!



Article number Article name Qty
970020 VBS Side cutter 1
517140-15 Concrete for creatives1,5 kg 1
596299 Acrylic egg with hole, 14 cm 1
488433 Release Agent Spray 1
480024 Keraflott Relief Casting Compound, White1 kg 1
566964-01 edding 1255 "Calligraphy Pens"Black 1
616737 VBS Tree discs "Round" 1
609050 VBS Decoration willow 1
615907 VBS Moss, 1 kg 1
615907 VBS Moss, 1 kg 1
970044 VBS Jewellery pliers 1
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